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Notes from Nashville

International Turnout
Buoys ION GNSS+ 2013

F

urloughs and travel restrictions during the
long-running federal budget battle crimped
but could not crush ION GNSS+ 2013 — the
26th International Technical Meeting of the
Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation.
Staged for the second year in Nashville,
Tennessee, the event drew attendees from
around the world to hear hundreds of presentations in technical and commercial sessions
ranging from receiver/antenna technology to
indoor navigation and timing to a wide range
of positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT)
applications. About 57 percent of the registered attendees came from the United States
with the remainder from other countries —
perhaps the highest proportion of international
participation yet.
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Lasers on New
GPS Satellites
Will Improve
Performance

New entries in the conference’s popular
panel discussion track included Unmanned
GNSS, New Products, and IP Policies Related
to GNSS. The always popular sessions on
updates of satellite-based navigation systems
covered GPS, Col. William Cooley, the recently
installed commander of the GPS Directorate; GLONASS, Dr. Sergey Revnivykh, JSC
ISS Reshtenev; Galileo, Eric Châtre, head of
sector, Exploitation and Service, Directorate
General for Industry and Enterprise European
Commission, Belgium; BeiDou, Dr. Xiancheng
“Hunter” Ding, BeiDou advisor, and Qiao
Hua Huang, deputy director of the BeiDou
Program Office, China; and QZSS, Mr. Yoshiyuki Murai, executive director, Promotion of

A

fter more than eight years of studies and
negotiation, laser reflectors will be placed
on GPS satellites beginning with the ninth GPS
Block III space vehicle (SV-9) expected to be
launched in 2019.
As a result, the satellite laser ranging (SLR)
capability will improve GPS performance by
enhancing the accuracy of GPS orbit and clock
estimates and positioning based on these
Laser Reflectors continued on page 10
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Mexico Section continued to work with
the New Mexico Museum of Space History
in Alamogordo to highlight New Mexico’s
contributions to PNT with exhibits on
both inertial and GPS navigation. We
wish them success in this endeavor.

Founded in 1945,
The Institute of Navigation is the
world’s premier non-profit professional
society dedicated to the advancement
of the art and science of positioning,
navigation and timing.
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his past September, the ION’s Satellite
Division hosted over 1000 people
at ION GNSS+ 2013, the world’s largest international technical meeting and
showcase of GNSS technology, products
and services. You may have noted that
the Division added a “plus” sign to the
name of the meeting this year. This was
in response to the proliferation of GNSS
applications in consumer devices and
location-based services represented at the
meeting.
I would like to thank Dr. Jade Morton,
ION GNSS+ General Chair, and Mr.
Douglas Taggart, ION GNSS+ Program
Chair, as well as all the Satellite Division
officers, technical track and session chairs
and tutorial instructors for making this
year’s meeting such a resounding success.
I would also like to thank all of the other
organizations that hosted workshops and
symposiums in conjunction with ION
GNSS+, including the Civil GPS Service
Interface Committee (CGSIC).
Dr. John Betz was presented with the
2013 Kepler Award during ION GNSS+.
The Kepler Award is presented for sustained and significant contributions to the
development of satellite navigation, and is
the Satellite Division’s highest honor. Dr.
Betz was recognized for his contributions
to GNSS signal modernization and to the
compatibility and interoperability of global
navigation satellite systems. (See page 5
for more information.)
The ION Council met in conjunction
with ION GNSS+ to review the ION’s 20122013 fiscal year audit, to reaffirm ION’s
commitment to the Pacific PNT technical
meeting, and to advise the Council of
other actions taken by the ION Executive
Committee since the last Council meeting.
Additionally, Paul Benshoof, New Mexico
Section Chair, reported that the ION’s New
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I would like to extend my thanks to
this year’s Nominating Committee who
put forth an excellent slate of candidates
for election to ION Council. Electronic
voting will be available after November
8th through the ION website. (Information on nominated candidates and voting
can be found on page 23 of this newsletter.)
The ION’s Precise Time and Time
Interval (PTTI) Meeting will be held December 2-5, 2013 in Bellevue, Washington. I am looking forward to updates and
networking with colleagues in the timing
community.
And finally, a last minute reminder
that ION’s 2014 International Technical
Meeting will take place January 27-29,
2014 at the Catamaran Hotel in San
Diego, California. During this technical
event, the ION’s Annual Awards will be
presented and the 2014 ION Fellows will
be named. I hope to see you there!
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ION GNSS+ 2013 continued from page 1

QZSS Utilization, Quasi-Zenith Satellite System
Services, Inc., Japan.
The commercial exhibit accompanying the
conference featured numerous new product
announcements from companies, including
Javad GNSS, NovAtel, Trimble, Spirent, LabSat,
PCTEL, Exelis, and Sensonor among others.
Exploring the theme, “Confronting Challenges,” this year’s plenary speakers were
Martin Ripple, CEO, UberDash Consulting Pty.
Ltd., Canada; Logan Scott, a consultant from
Fort Collins, Colorado; and Nunzio Gambale,
CEO of Locata Corporation, Australia.
Ripple addressed the challenges of globally
implementing automatic dependent surveillance–broadcast (ADS-B), a technology for
tracking aircraft that is part of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen). Scott sought
to define the “gold standard” for navigation,
while Gambale introduced the “complementary
PNT capability” of his company’s Locatanet
high-precision technology that seeks to fill the
gaps left by GNSS in signal-challenged environments.
Ripple cited a long list of challenges
facing the commercial aviation industry as
it implements ADS-B, which included a long
timeline for defining global standards and
requirements, with lack of uniformity among
standards and some requirements still being
immature, as well as the reality that systemwide benefits can only be achieved with
high adoption rates, both domestically and
internationally.
Scott introduced several characteristics for
what he called a “gold” positioning, navigation
and timing (PNT) device that:
• is network-connected to myriad data
streams;
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• m
 akes dynamic and adaptive use of signals
depending on environmental factors, that
is, it has “full spectrum situational awareness;
• provides integrity within the application
context;
• knows the required accuracy and intended application;
• resists manipulation; and
• is self-protecting and offers trustworthy
reporting.
Gambale identified five main challenges to
providing robust PNT for modern applications
in environments not anticipated when GPS was
designed 40 years ago: use of extremely weak
satellite signals that are easy to block, jam,
spoof, or accidentally interfere with; unsecured
civilian signals lacking encryption or authentication; no guarantee of signal availability —
“you get what you get;” the long period of time
required to modernize the space and ground
infrastructure; and
the space-based
aspect of the signal
generation, which
makes GNSS systems
expensive to build
and maintain.
But “the greatest
problems GNSS faces
are now caused by its
spectacular success,”
Gambale said, citing
users and institutions
increased depen3

dency on GNSS as essential for the success of
critical applications.
This year’s program committee was led by
the following ION members: General Chair:
Dr. Jade Morton, Miami University (Ohio);
Program Chair: Mr. Douglas Taggart, Overlook
Systems Technologies; ION President, Patricia
Doherty, Boston College; Technical Chairs: Dr.
José Ángel Ávila Rodríguez, ESA/ESTEC, The
Netherlands; Dr. Seebany Datta-Barua, Illinois
Institute of Technology; Dr. Thomas Powell,
The Aerospace Corporation; Dr. Jason Rife,
Tufts University; Dr. Michael Meurer, German
Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany; Dr. Todd
Humphreys, The University of Texas at Austin;
Mr. Logan Scott, LS Consulting; and Tutorials
Chair: Dr. John Raquet, Air Force Institute of
Technology.
Next year’s event will take place for the
first time in Tampa, Florida, with consideration
being given to introducing a new format for
speakers: academic tracks in which full-peer
reviewed papers will accompany the presentations and commercial tracks in which only
session presentations will be required. Stay
tuned for updates as the new model is explored
and fleshed out.
In the meantime, plan on attending the
2014 ION International Technical Meeting to
be held January 27-29 in San Diego, where
technical topics are presented more in depth
as part of the ION’s most academic meeting of
the year. ◆
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Highlights from ION GNSS+ 2013

ION GNSS+ 2013 Program Committee(left to right): Dr. Todd Humphreys, The University
of Texas at Austin; Dr. Jason Rife, Tufts University; Doug Taggart, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.;
Patricia Doherty, Boston College; Dr. Jade Morton, Miami University; Mr. Logan Scott, LS Consulting;
Dr. Oliver Montenbruck, (representing Dr. Michael Meurer), German Aerospace Center (DLR),
Germany; Dr. José Ángel Ávila-Rodríguez, ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands; Not pictured: Dr. Thomas
Powell, The Aerospace Corporation and Dr. Seebany Datta-Barua, Illinois Institute of Technology

2013 Parkinson Award

T
ION GNSS+ 2013 Student Paper Award Winners
ION Satellite Division
Officers (left to right):
Dr. Xiancheng Ding, BeiDou
advisor; Patricia Doherty,
ION president; Dr. Jade
Morton, Satellite Division
chair; Dr. Yuanxi Yang, Asian
technical advisor; and
Dr. John Betz, Satellite
Division vice chair. Not
pictured: Dr. Anthea
Coster, secretary; Dr. Mark
Petovello, treasurer;
Dr. José Ángel Ávila
Rodríquez, European
technical advisor; Dr. Eric
Châtre, Galileo advisor; and
Dr. John Raquet, immediate
past chair.
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he 2013 Bradford
W. Parkinson Award
was presented September 20 during the
ION GNSS+ Awards
Luncheon to Dr. Felipe
G. Nievinski, University
of Colorado, for Graduate Student Excellence
in Global Navigation
Satellite Systems in
his thesis “Forward
Dr. Jade Morton, Satellite Division
and Inverse Modeling of
chair presenting Dr. Felipe Nievinski
with the Bradford W. Parkinson Award
GPS Multipath for Snow
Monitoring.” The award
was established in June 2003 and is awarded annually to an
outstanding graduate student in the field of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). This award, which honors Dr.
Bradford W. Parkinson for his leadership in establishing both
the U.S. Global Positioning System and the Satellite Division
of The Institute of Navigation, includes a personalized plaque
and a $2,500 honorarium. ◆
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THANK YOU
to ION GNSS+
2013 Sponsors!
The ION wishes to express its
sincere appreciation for the support
of its Show Daily advertisers, JAVAD
GNSS and NovAtel, and to Inside
GNSS magazine for its editorial
contribution to the Show Daily.

Previous Kepler Award Winners at ION GNSS+ 2013 (left to right) Karl Kovach (12), Dr. Per Enge
(00), Thomas Stansell (03), Dr. Gary McGraw (11), Phil Ward (08), Dr. John Betz (13), Dr. Richard Langley (07),
Dr. Christopher Hegarty (05), Dr. Todd Walter, (10), and Dr. Frank van Graas (96)			

Thank you, also to the sponsors of
the Internet kiosks — Inside GNSS
magazine, Lockheed Martin and
NovAtel, Inc.; to RX Networks
for sponsorship of the Business
Center; to Trimble for sponsorship
of the ION GNSS+ Mobile
Application and to our Media
partners, Coordinates, Inside GNSS
and GPS World.

DR. JOHN BETZ RECEIVES KEPLER AWARD
The Institute of Navigation recognizes Dr. John Betz with prestigious
Johannes Kepler Award at the ION GNSS+ 2013 Conference

T

he Institute of Navigation’s (ION) Satellite Division
awarded Dr. John Betz its Johannes Kepler Award
on September 20, 2013 at the ION GNSS+ Conference
(Nashville, Tennessee) for his contributions to GNSS
signal modernization and to the compatibility and
interoperability of global navigation satellite systems.
Dr. Betz contributed to the international interoperability and compatibility efforts leading to the design
of the GPS L1C civil signal. His Binary Offset Carrier
(BOC) technique is used for the GPS M-code signal, and
adopted by satellite navigation systems developed by
Russia, Europe, China, Japan, and India.
Since 1997, Dr. Betz has worked on the Navstar
GPS and also on international negotiations concerning compatibility and interoperability of GPS with
the world’s satellite navigation systems. For his role
in the United States/European Union negotiations
that established compatibility and interoperability
between GPS and Galileo in 2004, he received the U.S.
State Department’s Superior Honor Award.
More recently, Dr. Betz provided critical analysis
related to GPS modernization, recommending affordable enhancements to address increasing threats and
ION Newsletter

to shape the architecture of military GPS for decades
to come. Col. Bernard Gruber, former Director of the
GPS Directorate has said, “I can think of no one else
in the past two decades, military or civilian, who has
influenced this critical national asset to the same
degree as Dr. Betz.”
From 2004 through 2012, Dr. Betz was a member
of the U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, including three years when he led 52 nationally recognized
scientists and engineers providing technology advice
to the Air Force’s senior leadership. He is a Fellow of
The MITRE Corporation and has been selected as a
member of the National Space-Based Positioning,
Navigation and Timing Advisory Board. He is an ION
Fellow, an IEEE Fellow and a past recipient of the
ION’s Burka and Thurlow Awards.
The Kepler Award recognizes and honors an
individual for sustained and significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. It
is the highest honor bestowed by the ION’s Satellite
Division. ◆
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Dr. John Betz, shown with the prestigious Kepler
Award presented at the ION GNSS+ 2013
Awards Luncheon.
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The Many Faces of ION GNSS+ 2013
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ION GNSS+ 2013 BEST PRESENTATION AWARDS

T

he Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation traditionally recognizes the best presentation given in each session. Recipients are selected by the session’s co-chairs.
The criteria used to evaluate each presentation are as follows: 70 percent: relevance, timeliness and originality of technical work/information; 20 percent: quality of
visual aids (legibility, relevance to topic, etc.); and 10 percent: quality of presentation delivery (enthusiasm, enjoyment as a speaker, etc.).

A1: Remote Sensing with GNSS and
Integrated Systems
Distributed Array of GPS Receivers for
3D Wind Profile Determination in Wind
Farms: D. Chen, L. Heng, D. Jia, G.X. Gao,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

E2: Indoor Navigation and Timing 2
SmartSLAM - An Efficient Smartphone
Indoor Positioning System Exploiting
Machine Learning and Opportunistic
Sensing: R.M. Faragher, R.K. Harle,
University of Cambridge, UK

A4: GNSS and the Atmosphere 1
Scintillation Characterization for WAAS
During Solar Maximum: E. Altshuler, Sequoia Research Corporation; K. Shallberg,
Zeta Associates Incorporated; B.J. Potter,
LS Technologies

D5: GNSS Algorithms and Methods 1
Integrity Risk and Continuity Risk for
Fault Detection and Exclusion Using
Solution Separation RAIM: M. Joerger,
S. Stevanovic, F-C. Chan, S. Langel,
B. Pervan, Illinois Institute of Technology

B1: Receiver/Antenna Technology
Collaborative GNSS Signal Processing:
A. Soloviev, Qunav; J. Dickman, Northrop
Grumman

F2: GNSS-MEMS Integration
An Algorithm for Automatic Inertial
Sensors Calibration: S. Guerrier, R. Molinari, University of Geneva, Switzerland;
J. Skaloud, École Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne, Switzerland; M-P. VictoriaFeser, University of Geneva, Switzerland

B4: GNSS Simulation and Testing
GNSS Over-the-Air Testing using Wave
Field Synthesis: A. Rügamer, G. Del
Galdo, Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Circuits IIS, Germany; J. Mahr, Technical
University Ilmenau, Germany; G. Rohmer,
G. Siegert, M. Landmann, Fraunhofer IIS,
Germany

E5: Multi-Constellation/Portable Navigation Devices
Precision Limits of Low-Energy GNSS
Receivers: K.M. Pesyna, Jr., R.W. Heath,
Jr., T.E. Humphreys, The University of Texas
at Austin

C1: Aviation Applications
Can Current DME Support PBN
Operations with Integrity?: G.E. Berz,
V. Vitan, I. Skyrda, Eurocontrol, Belgium;
P.B. Ober, Integricom, The Netherlands
D1: Emerging GNSS (Galileo, COMPASS,
QZSS, IRNSS)
The Comparison on the Positioning
Performance Between BeiDou and GPS:
Y. Xu, S. Ji, W. Chen, D. Weng, Y.Xu,
W. Chen, D. Weng, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong; S. Ji, China
University of Petroleum, China
E1: Indoor Navigation and Timing 1
Truck Roll Constraint to Improve
Heading Estimation in Pedestrian Dead
Reckoning Navigation Systems: T. Jakel,
D. Gebre-Egziabher, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
F1: Alternatives and Backups to GNSS 1
Optimization of Tracking Loops for
Signals of Opportunity in Mobile Fading
Environments: C. Yang, Sigtem Technology, Inc.; T. Nguyen, Air Force Research
Lab/RYWN
A2: Marine and Land Based Applications
Demonstrating the Benefits of Resilient PNT: A. Grant, P. Williams,
C. Hargreaves, M. Bransby, The General
Lighthouse Authorities of the United
Kingdom and Ireland
B2: Alternatives and Backups to GNSS 2
Distance Measuring Equipment
Accuracy Performance Today and for
Future Alternative Position Navigation
and Timing (APNT): S. Lo, Y.H. Chen,
P. Enge, B. Peterson, Stanford University;
R. Erikson, Federal Aviation Administration
C2: GNSS Space Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS)
The Arctic Testbed – Providing GNSS
Services in the Arctic Region: P.E. Kvam,
Kongsberg Seatex, Norway; M. Jeannot,
European Space Agency

A3: Precise Point Positioning
Towards the Inclusion of Galileo
and BeiDou/Compass Satellites in
Trimble CenterPoint RTX: H. Landau,
M. Brandl, X. Chen, R. Drescher,
M. Glocker, A. Nardo, M. Nitschke,
D. Salazar, U. Weinbach, F. Zhang,
Trimble TerraSat GmbH, Germany

C4: Algorithms and Methods
Effects of Non-Gaussian and NonWhite Noise Processes on ImageBased Targeting for Mission-Critical
Applications: M.J. Veth, Veth Research
Associates, LLC
D4: Multi-Sensor and Integrated Navigation in GNSS-Challenged Environments 2
Autonomous Snowplow Design: S. Craig,
A. Naab-Levy, K. Li, R. Kollar, P. Duan,
W. Pelgrum, F. van Graas, M. Uijt de
Haag, Ohio University

B3: Multi-Sensor and Integrated Navigation in GNSS-Challenged Environments 1
Probabilistic Integration of 3D Building Models and GNSS for Reliable
Vehicle Localization in Urban Areas–
the GAIN Approach: S. Bauer, M. Obst,
G. Wanielik, Chemnitz University of
Technology, Germany

E4: Advanced Inertial Sensing and
Applications
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Gyroscope: For DARPA’s Micro-Technology
for Positioning, Navigation and Timing
Program: M. Larsen, M. Bulatowicz,
Northrop Grumman

C3: GNSS Ground Based Augmentation
Systems (GBAS)
An Empirical Model for Computing GPS
SPS Pseudorange Natural Biases Based
on High Fidelity Measurements from
a Software Receiver: S. Gunawardena,
F. van Graas, Ohio University
D3: GNSS Compatibility, Interoperability, and Services
On the Design of a GNSS Acquisition
Aiding Signal: M. Paonni, M. Bavaro,
Institute for the Protection and Security
of the Citizen (IPSC), Joint Research
Centre (JRC) European Commission, Italy

F4: New Products and Commercial
Services
ARGUS: Assisting Personal Guidance
System for People with Visual Impairment: O. Otaegui, Vicomtech-IK4, Spain;
J. Seybold, TeleConsult Austria, Austria;
J. Spiller, The 425 Company, UK; A. Marconi, CEIT Alanova, Austria; R. Olmedo,
OK-Systems, Spain; M. Dubielzig, Siemens
AG, Germany

E3: Software Receivers
A Universal GNSS Software Receiver
MATLAB® Toolbox for Education
and Research: S. Gunawardena, Ohio
University

A5: GNSS and the Atmosphere 2
Improved Troposphere Blind Models
Based on Numerical Weather Data:
G. Möller, R. Weber, J. Böhm, Vienna
University of Technology, Austria

F3: Urban Navigation Technology
Urban Positioning on a Smartphone:
Real-time Shadow Matching Using
GNSS and 3D City Models: L. Wang,
P.D. Groves, M.K. Ziebart, University
College London, UK

B5: Advances in Military GNSS Systems
and Applications
On-the-Fly Estimation of Antenna
Induced Biases in SFAP Based GNSS
Antenna Arrays: Y.C. Chuang, I.J. Gupta,
The Ohio State University

A6: Geodesy, Surveying and RTK for Civil
Applications
GNSS Synthetic Aperture Processing
with Artificial Antenna Motion: T. Pany,
N. Falk, B. Riedl, C. Stöber, J. Winkel, IFEN
GmbH, Germany; H.-P. Ranner, Austrian
Academy of Sciences
B6: Standalone GNSS Services in
Challenging Environments
Integration of Vector Tracking Loop and
Multipath Mitigation Technique and its
Assessment: L-T. Hsu, National Cheng
Kung University, Taiwan
C6: Space Applications
Navigating Above the GPS Constellation
– Preliminary Results from the SGR-GEO
on GIOVE-A: M. Unwin, R. De Vos Van
Steenwijk, P. Blunt, Y. Hashida, Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd., UK; S. Kowaltschek,
L. Nowak, European Space Agency
D6: Interference and Spectrum Issues 2
Analysis of DME/TACAN Interference on
the Lower L-Band: A. Steingass, German
Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany
E6: Clock/Timing and Scientific
Applications
Evaluating Aircraft Positioning Methods
for Airborne Gravimetry: Results from
GRAV-D’s “Kinematic GPS Processing
Challenge:” T.M. Damiani, A. Bilich,
G.L. Mader, NOAA- National Geodetic Survey
F6: GNSS Algorithms and Methods 2
A Robust Technique for Unambiguous
BOC Tracking: J. Wendel, F.M. Schubert,
Astrium GmbH, Germany; S. Hager, Technical University Munich, Germany

C5: Next Generation GNSS Integrity
RAIM with non-Gaussian Errors:
P. Misra, J. Rife, Tufts University

D2: GPS and GLONASS Modernization
GPS Inter-Signal Corrections (ISCs)
Study: W. Fees, J. Cox, E. Howard,
K. Kovach, The Aerospace Corporation
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F5: Interference and Spectrum Issues 1
Signal Acquisition and Tracking of ChirpStyle GPS Jammers: R.H. Mitch, M.L.
Psiaki, S.P. Powell, B.W. O'Hanlon, Cornell
University
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Hands-Free Navigation

Putting the Autonomous
into Automobiles
T

he world’s automakers are well
down the road toward introducing autonomous — also known
unmanned, driverless, or uninhabited
— vehicles to the market by the end of
this decade.
In August, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
announced that the company will have
multiple, commercially viable (i.e.,
affordable) vehicles on the market
with “Autonomous Drive” capability
by 2020. That was followed quickly by
similar pledges from Daimler AG and
General Motors Company.
The industry timelines may have
been accelerated somewhat by Google
Inc. CEO Larry Page's statement last
year the company’s self-driving car
technology would be ready for the
market by 2017.
Google’s project is currently being
led by Sebastian Thrun, director of the
Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory who spoke at the
Toyota Prius modified to operate as a Google driverless car driving a test course. Wikimedia Commons photo
ION GNSS 2007 plenary session.
by Steve Jurvetson
Nissan said that the company's
engineers have been carrying out
Nissan’s goal is to offer availability of
ground, to be completed by the end of fiscal year
intensive research on the technology
autonomous
driving capabilities across the
2014.
for years, alongside teams from top universities
company’s model range within two vehicle
In February, the Renault-Nissan Alliance
worldwide, including MIT, Stanford, Oxford,
generations. Nissan's autonomous driving
opened a new advanced research center initially
Carnegie Mellon, and Tokyo.
technology is an extension of its Safety Shield,
specializing in autonomous driving and conWork is already underway in Japan to
which monitors a 360-degree view around a
nected
cars.
The
Nissan
Research
Center
Silicon
build a dedicated autonomous driving proving
vehicle for risks, offers warnings to the driver,
Valley initially will focus on the following
and takes action if necessary.
areas: autonomous vehicles to create “a
The company’s approach to the task
future with safe, stress-free mobility;” conassumes that everything required should be
nected vehicles that can tap into infrastrucon board the vehicle, rather than relying on
ture and the Internet to maximize energy
detailed external data or infrastructure. That
and time efficiency; and human machine
means the car could drive autonomously on a
interface to enhance the experience of
highway — sticking to or changing lanes and
autonomous and connected vehicles.
avoiding collisions — without a map while beThe center will be headed by Dr.
ing integrated with standard in-car navigation
Maarten Sierhuis, who has worked at
systems so a vehicle knows which turns to take
NASA’s Ames Research Center and the Palo
to reach its destination. u
Alto
Research
Center
(PARC)
IncorpoNissan’s new Silicon Valley research center will focus on
autonomous vehicle R&D
rated.
ION Newsletter
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Bumblebee PNT: Oregon
University to Track
Bumblebees with Tiny
Attachable Sensors
T

his we have to see.
Bumblebees have long disproved the
popular misconception that they should not be
able to fly due to their small wing size and beats
per second.
Now Oregon State University(OSU) researchers will see if they can still manage the feat
carrying a wireless
tracking system.
Funded by
a three-year,
$500,000 grant
from the U.S.
Department of
Agriculture, an
interdisciplinary
(entomology/engiOSU entomologist Sujaya
neering) team will
Rao. OSU photo by Lynn
design miniature
Ketchum
wireless sensors
that can be attached to bumblebees to provide
real-time data on their behavior.
Many aspects of bumblebees' daily conduct
are unknown because of their small size, rapid
flight speeds, and hidden underground nests.
OSU plans to build sensors that will reveal
how these native pollinators search for pollen,
nectar and nesting sites — information that will
help researchers better understand how these
insects assist in the production of crops that
depend on pollination to produce fruits and
vegetables, including blueberries, cranberries,
strawberries, tomatoes and dozens of other
staples of the Pacific Northwest agricultural
economy.
Faced with widespread losses in recent
years of European honeybees due to diseases,
mites, and colony collapse disorder, bumblebees are becoming increasingly important as
agricultural pollinators, says Sujaya Rao, an
entomologist in OSU's College of Agricultural
Sciences.
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Oregon State University researchers will initially use
the small attachable sensors to study the six species of
bumblebees in the Willamette Valley. OSU photo by Lynn
Ketchum

"Lack of pollination is a risk to human food
production,” said Rao, an expert on native bees.
“With our sensors, we are searching for answers
Once designed and built, OSU researchto basic questions, such as: Do all members
ers
first
plan to use the sensors to study the six
of one colony go to pollinate the same field
bumblebee
species of the Willamette Valley,
together? Do bumblebees communicate in the
which vary in size, flight patterns and seacolony where food is located? Are bumblebees
sonal activity. These native bees also differ from
loyal as a group?"
bumblebees found in eastern Oregon, the East
"The more we can learn about bumblebees'
Coast, and Europe.
customs of foraging, pollination and communicaResearchers hope their sensor designs could
tion,” she added, “the better we can promote
be
used
for tracking other small organisms as
horticultural habitats that are friendly to bees in
well,
such
as invasive pests.
agricultural settings."
Patrick
Chiang, an OSU engineering profesThe multidisciplinary design project will
sor and an expert in low-power circuits, will
unite Rao with researchers in OSU's School of
assist in designing the sensors.
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
"This collaboration is truly unique — engi(EECS). OSU engineers will test small, lightweight
neers
and entomologists talk different languages
electronic sensors that avoid affecting the bees'
and rarely cross paths," said Rao. "To be worknatural flight movements. At the same time,
ing with engineers for an agricultural research
researchers will test how to best mount the senproject is part of what makes this effort so excitsors on the pollinators — likely on the thorax or
ing and distinct." u
abdomen.
Each sensor will consist of integrated circuits
that broadcast wireless signals and
use triangulation to determine the
bees’ location and movement, says
Arun Natarajan, principal investigator in OSU's High-Speed Integrated
Circuits Lab and an assistant
professor in the EECS school.
The sensors will be powered by
wireless energy transfer instead of
batteries, further reducing weight
and size.
"New technologies allow us
to build sensors with extremely
small dimensions," says Natarajan.
"The concept of placing wireless
sensors on insects is a relatively
Data from OSU's tiny wireless sensors will be used to design horticulunexplored area, and we're hopetural landscapes that attract bumblebees to crops, such as the crimson
ful that our research can have vast
clover shown here, that depend on pollination to produce fruits and
vegetables. OSU photo by Lynn Ketchum
applications in the future.”
9
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Laser Reflectors continued from page 1

observables. SLR involves firing a short laser
pulse that reflects off a corner cube prism on
a satellite and measuring the roundtrip time of
flight, which converts into a distance measurement.
SLR will enable GPS system operators
to correct systematic errors and limitations
inherent in current GPS “radiometric” ranging

solutions in which GPS satellite ephemerides
(orbital coordinates) are derived from pseudorandom noise signals and carrier phases,
referenced to onboard atomic clocks and a
ground network of GPS monitor stations.
In December 2012, NASA Administrator
Charles Bolden, Air Force Space Command’s
(AFSPC’s) Gen. William Shelton, and U.S.
Strategic Command’s Gen. Robert Kehler
agreed on a plan for installation of laser

retro-reflector arrays (LRAs) on the later
GPS III SVs. They based their decision on the
results of analysis and discussions by a variety
of U.S. civil and military government agencies
involved with high-precision positioning
requirements.
In 2006, a working group identified a set
of anticipated geodetic requirements for GPS
to meet future geodesy and science needs. An
analysis of alternatives (AoA) concluded that
optical laser ranging represented
the only practical solution to correct for systematic errors in satellite
coordinates and reference frames.
Results from demonstration LRAs
placed on board two GPS Block IIA
— GPS SV-35 and -36 — through
the effort of Ron Beard and the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
confirmed the benefits of LRAs for
improving.
The following year, the GPS
Interagency Forum for Operational
Requirements (IFOR) took up
the working group’s analysis and
proposed requirements. Various
agencies endorsed the proposal,
including NASA, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA),
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The
GPS IFOR is charged with ensuring
that new features on GPS meet U.S.
positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) policy objectives and do not
degrade core GPS performance,
schedule, signals, or services.
For the next five years, this
multi-agency discussion and
analysis continued, eventually being
elevated to a special multi-agency
study group led by AFSPC and NASA
before the decision was made to
move ahead with the plan.

European Space Agency Satellite Laser Ranging telescope at the Transportable Integrated Geodetic Observatory, TIGO, in
Concepción, Chile, performed the world’s first laser ranging of the first Galileo satellite on 27 November 2011. This view of
the TIGO ground station shows the laser telescope (bottom) and the GNSS station. ESA/TIGO – BKG/UdeC/IGM photo
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The Motivation for GPS SLR
GPS satellite ephemerides are
expressed in the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS 84) reference
frame. The WGS 84 reference frame
itself incorporates GPS satellite data
and must be periodically updated by
the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) to account for
Fall 2013

PR

geophysical processes such as the motion of
tectonic plates, which introduces incremental changes in the location of GPS reference
stations. Regional plate movements on the
order of 1.8 millimeters per year have been
observed, and errors in the colocation of geodetic stations exceed five millimeters per year.
NGA seeks to tightly align WGS 84 with
the International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF) using GPS reference sites common to
both. The ITRF also draws on data from other
sources, including SLR and very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) networks, the Doppler
Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated
by Satellite (DORIS), and geodetic satellites
such as LAGEOS and LARES.
An international cooperative effort by the
International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
within the framework of the Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS) gathers and analyzes these data.
The current accuracy of the ITRF and
WGS 84 reference frames meets most existing
operational requirements; however, emerging
scientific requirements in Earth observation
demand more accuracy than they and other
geodetic systems can provide. The GGOS and
the National Research Council have called for
a significant improvement in the accuracy and
stability of the ITRF, including the goal for 1
millimeter of accuracy and 0.1 millimeter per
year of stability.
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The International Laser Ranging Service
(ILRS) located at the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, will
implement the GPS laser ranging in coordination with NASA. All GPS laser ranging will use
532- or 1064-nanometer wavelengths, and the
reflectivity of LRAs will be optimized for these
two “colors.” Design of the LRAs for GPS III is
funded by NASA and currently being developed
by the NRL.
In light of these efforts, the ION wishes to
recognize the contributions and initiative of
the GPS III Satellite Laser Ranging Team that
made implementation of laser retro-reflectors
on GPS III a reality: Barbara Adde, Dr. Stephen
Merkowitz, Col. (Ret.) Allan Ballenger, James J.
Miller, Dr. Yoaz Bar-Sever, Dr. Michael Moreau,
Ronald L. Beard, Dr. A. J. Oria, Honorable
Charles Bolden, Jr., Dr. Scott Pace, Col. (Ret.)
David Buckman, Dr. Erricos Pavlis, David
Carter, Dr. Michael Pearlman, Mark Davis, Col.
James Puhek, Craig Dobson, Maj. Gen. (Ret.)
Robert Rosenberg, Dr. Michael Freilich, Christopher Scolese, Honorable Lori Garver, Gen.
William Shelton, Col. (Ret.) Bernard Gruber,
Hank Skalski, Larry Hothem, James Slater, Dr.
Ken Hudnut, Dr. Vaughn Standley, Dr. Thomas
Johnson, Dr. Linda Thomas, Jack Kaye, Norm
Weinberg, Gen. Robert Kehler, Scott Wetzel,
Maj. Janelle Koch, Maj. Gen. Martin Whelan, Dr.
John L. LaBrecque, Ray Yelle, Kirk Lewis, Badri
Younes, Letitia Long, Col. (Ret.) David Madden,

Stephen Malys, and the National Space-Based
PNT Advisory Board co-chaired by Dr. James
Schlesinger and Dr. Bradford Parkinson.
Its leadership and support over the years
will enhance GPS performance and interoperability for generations to come. ◆

Be a part of the
Fourth Annual
ION Autonomous
Snowplow
Competition
How much snow can you move
using state of the art navigation
and control technologies?
Challenge your team to design,
build and operate a fully
autonomous snowplow, which
will remove snow from a designated
path rapidly, accurately, and safely.

PTTI

PRECISE TIME & TIME INTERVAL SYSTEMS & APPLICATIONS MEETING

January 23 – 26, 2014
St. Paul, MN
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Advanced Atomic Frequency Standards Applications | High Performance Time and Frequency Transfer
via Fiber | Next Generation PTTI Applications | Network Synchronization and IEEE 1588, NTP | PTTI in
Space | PTTI Time and Frequency Laboratory Activities | State of the Art GNSS Timing Receiver Metrology and Applications | Time and Frequency Transfer Applications – Milliseconds to Picoseconds | Time
Scales and Algorithms | Panel Discussion | PTTI Vendor Session

PROGRAM AVAILABLE ONLINE ONLY
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Open to both academic institutions
and the general public.

To learn more visit:

www.autosnowplow.com

www.ion.org/ptti
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Mapping Bigfoot
BIGFOOT?
A doctoral student in GIS science at
Penn State noticed a dataset that "just
had to be mapped:"Bigfoot Sightings".
Josh Stevens used a database of
thousands of sightings of the mysterious man/ape creature that occurred
between 1921 and 2013 and were
collected by the Bigfoot Field
Researchers Organization. (Yes, it
exists; website at www.bfro.net)
The sightings are geocoded and
time stamped. Stevens combined
that information with population
density by county from the U.S.
Census Bureau and NASA's Visible
Earth imagery.
What did Stevens get? Well, sightings aren't evenly distributed. The
areas of densest population do not
generate the most sightings.
Bigfoot doesn't appear much in
the Great Basin or the Great Plains
— but he (she, it?) appears to
adore the Cascades and the Sierras,
naturally enough for a shy forest
creature.
"There are distinct regions where
sightings are incredibly common,
despite a very sparse population,” Stevens
said. “On the other hand, in some of the
most densely populated areas Sasquatch
sightings are exceedingly rare."
Steven's thinks that due to a combination of environment and legend — if
you've heard of Bigfoot and you’re wandering around rugged terrain and forest,
you're more likely to be open to suggestion.
"It's clear if the legendary biped is real,
it's thriving out west,” he said in his blog,
at joshuastevens.net.
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TSUNAMI EARLY DETECTION
SYSTEM
It's hard to predict the strength or
direction of a tsunami, or whether an
earthquake will produce one of any
consequence. But what a lifesaver that
would be.
Oceanographer Tony Song at NASA's
Jet Propulsion Lab is working on the
problem, using oceanic circulations models plus GNSS data on land movement. The
goal: a direct measurement of the transfer
of energy from an earthquake into the
ocean, where the waves created can travel
12

thousands of miles and be picked up by
highly accurate geodetic GNSS receivers.
"The scale of the tsunami can be different from the earthquake scale. Sometimes it's the smaller earthquakes that can
generate powerful tsunamis," Song said in
an article, “Sizing a Tsunami,” posted on
NASA's Earth Observing System Data and Information System website, https://earthdata.
nasa.gov/featured-stories/featured-research/
sizing-tsunami.
Song's team knows that the GNSS data
is accurate to a few centimeters, but the
bottleneck is collecting and processing that
data quickly. They developed a system to
Fall 2013

CALENDAR
DECEMBER 2013

2-5: Precise Time and Time
Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2013,
Hyatt Regency Bellevue, Bellevue,
Washington
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/ptti

JANUARY 2014

27-29: International Technical
Meeting (ITM) 2014, Catamaran
Resort Hotel,
San Diego, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/itm
Rescue team members in an HH-60 Pave Hawk conduct search operations over Japan, March 25, 2011, in support of
Operation Tomodachi. U.S. Air Force photo/Tech. Sgt. DeNoris A. Mickle

calculate tsunami energy directly from data
gathered by 100 receivers in NASA’s Global
Differential GPS System (GDGPS). Using
information from that real-time tracking
network, "we can reliably estimate a tsunami's destructive potential within minutes,
well before it reaches coastal areas,” Song
said.
The team tested their system by retrieving data from the Geospatial Information
Authority of Japan on the disastrous 2011
Tohoku earthquake. They found that if
detection and warning systems had used
GPS to determine tsunami energy or scale,
rather than earthquake magnitude, more
people would have had a chance to get out
of the way.

GUTTER OIL
Wuhan, the largest city in central China,
boasts a 2,000-year-old history of cuisine.
It's famous for simmered soups, freshwater fish, hot dry noodles, and harmonious
colors. Naturally, all that cooking also
generates a lot of garbage.
And that garbage can end up in odd
places — for example, as recycled cooking
oil made from kitchen fan grease and rotten
animal parts. (One businessman was sentenced to life in prison for selling it.)
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Now the local government has decided
to use GNSS to tackle the problem of "gutter
oil."
Starting this winter, they'll equip more
than 600 garbage trucks and 26,000 trash
cans with a GNSS device and digital scale
to make sure rotting materials aren't being
diverted from restaurants and factories to
entrepreneurial oil sellers.
"We can clearly know what the vehicles
are doing, how much food waste is loaded
or unloaded, and can track the vehicles with
a click of a mouse in the office," said Chen
Jian, who is in charge of the construction
of five new waste management facilities that
the city intends to build to deal with city
garbage.
They'll keep track of the data for two
years.
The number and extent of food safety
scandals in China — from tainted baby
formula to poisonous chemicals in raw and
processed food — has profoundly shaken
the confidence of Chinese consumers. It's
also made the government nervous enough
to set up new and highly elaborate plans to
track food materials from farm to factory
to table — and now from table to garbage
processing plant.u
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APRIL 2014

14-17: ENC-GNSS 2014,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Contact: Nordic Institute of Navigation (NIN)
Web: www.enc-gnss2014.com

MAY 2014

5-8: IEEE/ION PLANS 2014,
Hyatt Regency Monterey Hotel &
Spa, Monterey, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/plans

JUNE 2014

16-19: JNC 2014, Renaissance
Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando,
Florida
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/jnc

SEPTEMBER 2014
8-12: ION GNSS+ 2014, Tampa
Convention Center, Tampa, Florida
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/gnss

DECEMBER 2014
1-4: Precise Time and Time

Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2014,
The Seaport Hotel, Boston,
Massachusetts
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org/ptti
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from the ion historian, Marvin May

Magellan: Why We Still
Recognize His Name

T

his is the third in the series of three
articles on Ferdinand Magellan. The first
article discussed the historical background
that precipitated Magellan’s expedition. The
second recounted actual events during his
circumnavigating voyage. This final installment examines the legacy of Magellan and the
enduring recognition of his accomplishments.

This image from NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope
shows the Large Magellanic Cloud, a satellite
galaxy to our own Milky Way galaxy. The Magellanic
Clouds of the southern hemisphere and the fuchsia
magellanica on the facing page are just some of the
natural phenomena, tools, and landmarks named after
Ferdinand Magellan. Image courtesy European Space
Agency/Hubble

Although the men
Magellan’s death from the
were able to savor
arrows and spears of the tatooed
for several weeks the
"Pintados" warriors of Cebu,
beauty and bounty
Philippines, in April, 1521, left the
they found there, the
Molucca’s expedition without its
explorers surmised
most skilled mariner and cartogthat Tidore was beyond
rapher, as well as its spiritual and
the extended line of
administrative leader.
papal demarcation and
Of the 260–270 men on the
lay within Portuguese
five ships that departed Seville,
territory. It turned out
Spain, nearly two years earlier,
to be 10 degrees west
only 107 were left, with the most
of the extended line
experienced of their captains and
A 1521 map drawn by Antonio
Pigafetta , "Figure of the Five
declared by the 1494
navigator among those that either
Islands Where Grow the
Treaty of Tordesillas
were killed, died of starvation
Cloves, and of Their Tree.” They
picture Ternate, Tidore, Moti,
and a dangerous place
or sickness, deserted, or were
Makian, and Bacan - the “Spice
for them to remain for
victims of an inglorious mutiny.
Islands.” Beinecke Rare Book &
Manuscript
Library,
Yale
long.
Barely able to maintain two
Eventually, the ofships, the Trinidad and the
ficers
of
the
Trinidad
and
Victoria decided to
Victoria, the depleted expedition spent
take separate routes and try to find their way
the next six months aimlessly searching
to Spain. The Trinidad attempted to sail back
for the long desired Spice Islands, which
northeast, hoping eventually to cross the
we know as the Moluccas. Finally, in NoIsthmus of Panama. Severe storms, scurvy,
vember 1521, with the aid of a captured
and their lack of navigation skills forced
pilot from the islands who knew the entire
them to retreat to Ternate island in the Indoarchipelago, they landed on Tidore, an
nesian archipelago, part of the other Molucisland that was the center of one of two
can sultanate. The ship and most of the crew
spice-funded sultanates in the Moluccas.
were “confiscated” by the Portuguese, who
had sometime earlier made an alliance with
the sultan.
Only the Victoria, with an emaciated
crew of eighteen of the original Europeans
and three Moluccans aboard, proceeded
westward around the Cape of Good Hope,
back to Cape Verde and finally completed
the circumnavigation.

Spanish-language map of the first world circumnavigation of Ferdinand de Magellan and Juan Sebastián Elcano,
from 1519 to 1522, echoing the same illustration in Portuguese, French, Chinese, and a number of other
languages on Wikipedia.
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Losing a Day
One of the many “firsts” experienced by
the expedition was the phenomenon of the
date line. It was observed by the meticulous
Antonio Pigafetta, a Venetian explorer and
chronicler of the expedition who survived to
tell the tale.
Fall 2013

A statue honoring Enrique of Malacca in the Maritime
Museum of Malacca, Malaysia. The captured slave,
interpreter and companion of Magellan was possibly
the first person to circumnavigate the globe. Wikimedia
Commons photo

Before the last leg of the voyage, crew
members who had sneaked ashore in search
of critical replenishments at the Portuguese
colony of Cape Verde returned with astounding news. It was Thursday on shore, although
onboard ship it was unquestionably Wednesday.
Pigafetta had kept a precise diary during
the three year voyage and he was astonished
by the news. Each diary entry was headed by
the day and date, and it didn't seem possible that he could have made such a serious
mistake. He checked with Francisco Albo, a
Greek pilot’s assistant who also kept a record
of the days in the ship’s log, and Albo was
equally confident that it was Wednesday.
Somehow, by traveling westward, the
circumnavigators had lost an entire day out
of the calendar, and Pigafetta’s report of this
strange phenomenon mystified the European
world. It was a revelation to the humanists
of the 16th century comparable to the excitement generated by the theory of relativity
during the 20th century.
Today we recognize Magellan’s and his
fellow sailors’ accomplishments as a triumph
of the human spirit and as a quantum leap
in the knowledge of geography. However, it
wasn't considered much of a success at the
time.
Eighteen sailors and one ship arrived
in Seville, Spain, in September 1522. Only
ION Newsletter

35 of the 260 crew members who left Cadiz
three years earlier eventually returned home.
Most of them, Magellan included, had died of
hunger or violence along the way.
The expedition lost four ships, they didn't
bring back enough spices to pay the costs
of the trip, and the route was too long and
dangerous to serve as a practical route to the
Moluccas.
Politically, the expedition did nothing to
resolve the territorial issues between Spain
and Portugal associated with the Treaty of
Tordesilla — far from it.
Even the common perception of Magellan
being the first person to circumnavigate the
globe was technically untrue. He first sailed
from Portugal to the Spice Islands eastward
around Africa in 1518. From 1519 to 1521,
he went westward from Spain around South
America through the Straights of Magellan
into the Pacific Ocean and finally was killed
near the Philippines. Thus Ferdinand Magellan’s personal circumnavigation was not
done on the same expedition or in the same
direction.

bears his name is graced by the Universidad
de Magallanes. As a student and patron of
celestial navigation, he has also been honored by having the prominent feature of the
night sky in the southern hemisphere named
the Magellanic Clouds.
More recent additions to his legacy have
been a spacecraft named Magellan, which
crossed the interplanetary void to map the
surface of Venus, and the name of a pioneer
GPS receiver manufacturer, now a subsidiary of MiTAC International Corporation. In
future centuries, the stupendous expedition led by Magellan almost five centuries
ago, will undoubtedly continue to inspire
humankind to expand its horizons into the
vast unknowns of space.
As Stephan Zweig, in his prologue to Magellan, Pioneer of the Pacific, wrote: “For by
learning, after many years’ fruitless search,
the true dimensions of our planet, man for
the first time discovered his own true dimensions, became aware of his own greatness
with renewed pleasure and fortified courage.
This deed of Magellan has
shown for all time that an
idea, winged by genius and
sturdily energized by passion, proves stronger than
the elements of nature, and
that a thing which a hundred
generations had regarded as
no more than a wish-dream
can by one man in his short
lifetime be translated into the
realm of reality and become
Fuchsia magellanica, the
hardy fuchsia native to the
an imperishable truth.”

Leaving a Legacy
A Malay slave , captured in 1511
at the siege of Molacca and
called Enrique by his captors,
had accompanied Magellan on
many of his expeditions. He
spoke the language of diplomacy of the southeast Asian
islands and acted as interpreter
and negotiator during the
circumnavigation voyage. Many
area around the Straits
chroniclers think Enrique
of Magellan. J. J. Harrison,
Wikimedia Commons
actually may have been the first
Portions of this article
photo
person to actually sail around
were excerpted from Magelthe world in one direction.
lan, Pioneer of the Pacific,
Still, we all remember Ferdinand Magellan
Stephen Zweig, Cassell and Co. LTD, 1938,
and his marvelous voyage, even though we
and Magellan, Tim Joyner, International
have forgotten the names of kings and power
Marine, 1992. u
brokers who sponsored it or the slave who
completed it. For its sheer magnitude and
Marvin B. May (mbm16@arl.psu.edu)
intellectually liberating consequences, the
is the Chief Scientist of the Pennsylvaexpedition must be ranked as the cardinal
nia State University’s Applied Research
achievement of the Age of Discovery and one
Laboratory’s Navigation R&D Center in
of the outstanding events of the European
Warminster, Pennsylvania.
Renaissance.
The resource-rich region surrounding the
strait that Magellan discovered and that now
15
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System Providers Race to Expand,
Improve GNSS Service
E

ach of the world’s five major satellite
navigation providers are pushing to
upgrade and expand their systems with
nine satellites set for launch by the end of
next year and 20 to be placed on orbit by
the end of 2017.
The United States plans to launch four
GPS IIF satellites by the close of 2014 with
the first launch currently scheduled for
October 17, said Col. Bill Cooley, the new
director of the GPS Directorate. The first
of the new generation of GPS III satellites,
which has an additional civil signal, could
be launched as early as 2015.
Those satellites are part of the overall
GPS modernization plan that will expand
the number of civil signals, improve the
clocks, and replace the ground control
system. Modernization will also boost
anti-jamming and anti-spoofing capability
for military users as well as provide more
power for the military M Code and more
secure, more flexible M Code cryptography.

As the different
elements of the system
are upgraded Cooley
said he expects its over
all performance to
improve. For example
the ground system
now has been using an
OCX core Kalman filter
for over six months –
a shift that has cut the
RMS user range error
(URE)roughly in half,
Panel Discussion Participants, Program Updates at ION GNSS+ 2013,
L to R: Col. Bill Cooley, director, GPS Directorate; Eric Châtre, head of sector,
he said. The system is
Exploitation and Service, Directorate General for Industry and Enterprise, European
currently providing an
Commission; Sergey Revnivykh, JSC ISS Reshetnev; Xiancheng “Hunter” Ding,
China Satellite Navigation Office; Hongwei Zhou, China Satellite Navigation Office;
URE signal-in-space
and Yoshiyuki Murai, QZS System Services, Inc.
ranging accuracy of
about 70 centimeters,
he said.
spacecraft are lasting far longer than they
The launch of the modernized satellite
were designed to. For example, of the 31
launches could be delayed, however, as the
satellites comprising the current constelUnited States only puts satellites into orbit
lation eight are IIA spacecraft with an
when they are needed and the current GPS
average on-orbit life of just over 19 years.

Protective 'radome' housing for the Galileo ground station on desolate Jan Mayen Island in the Norwegian Arctic, famed for some of the worst weather in the world. The site houses a
Galileo Sensor Station plus satellite link to pass data back to the Galileo ground system. European Space Agency photo, Fermin Alvarez Lopez
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For the 19 IIR and IIR-M satellites also in the
constellation, the program now has a project
under way to extend the life of their batteries, and therefore their useful time on orbit.
The operations team is “very thrifty,”
said Cooley, “They don’t want to throw away
anything.”

QZSS

BeiDou

The Japanese are working to expand their
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) with
plans to build on the success of their experimental satellite named “Michibiki.” They
expect to launch of three more spacecraft

China also plans to launch a new test satellite in 2014 as part of the beginning of the
third ‘global’ phase of its development, said
Xiancheng “Hunter” Ding of the China Satellite Navigation Office. The system has grown
from where it provided an initial
regional service to Full Operational Service as of December
27 of last year.
The planned launch, according to Ding’s presentation
during the Program Update
panel Wednesday, will be part
of the “startup of the third step
of construction.” The spacecraft
is a test satellite and will, like a
number of the BeiDou satellites
already in place, be in a MEO
orbit.
BeiDou officials are reaching
out to chip manufacturers to
expand their investment and
boost performance of chipsets
able to utilize BeiDou. They
are also planning to accelerate
construction of a ground-based
augmentation system, said Ding.

GLONASS
Russia, which suffered a
serious launch failure in
July that cost it three satellites, plans to launch four
satellites by the end of this
year and four more in the
latter half of 2014. This is
part of an overall plan to
place a total of 12 satellites by the end of 2015,
said Sergey Revnivykh,
of the Corporation JSC
ISS Reshetnev. Revnivykh
recently took up his position with Reshetnev, which
manufactures the GLONASS
satellites, after a long
The first QZSS satellite, "Michibiki".
career with the Russian
Space Agency.
in 2017 — one of which will be a geostaThat schedule too may change, said
tionary satellite. The initial system, which is
Revnivykh, because Russia has now adopted
expected to begin operation early in 2018,
the U.S. approach to launch and will keep
will be managed by QZS System Services
spare satellites on the ground, only putting
Inc., a commercial operation charged with
them into orbit when needed.
promoting its use, improving and managing
He also said that they were studying ways
the ground system from now through 2032,
to extend the constellation for more coversaid Yoshiyuki Murai.
age. One of the possible approaches is to
Among the services the company will
add six satellites spread over three planes.
look
at providing are augmentation down
The design of the navigation message howto the 10 cm level and a short message
ever, is currently limiting what they can do.
service – both of which could be utilized by
The current message was only structured for
users overseas. The system will also sharply
a 24-satellite constellation and would have to
improve service to the urban canyons of
be changed. That is not an immediate issue,
Japan’s system. With GPS alone users in
however, he said because the GLONASS prothe Ginza section of Tokyo were found in
gram has lost a total of six planned satellites
a 2012 test to only be able to get a signal
and is now working to catch up. A decision
39.5 percent of the time. With the addition
on whether to go to more that 24 satellites
of the QZSS service availability jump to just
would not therefore come up before 2020.
over 60 percent.
Even then, he said, it is not sure that RusTo further improve that percentage, the
sia would elect to do expand the system.
Japanese government will continue work to
“Perhaps we don’t need more that
develop three more spacecraft, including
24 (satellites) when we have four global
a geostationary satellite for a total sevensystems. Perhaps we can find a way to work
satellite system.
together because it’s not so cheap.”
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Galileo
Galileo did not lay out its launch schedule,
which has been delayed, but Eric Châtre of
the European Commission noted that the
European Union has 22 satellites ordered
and has contracts to launch 14 satellites on
seven Soyuz launch vehicles (incuding a 2011
launch) and three launch contracts to loft 12
satellites on Ariane five rockets.
The system currently has four satellites
and its ground segment in place and is working to reach initial operating capability by
the end of 2015. Galileo took a key step this
spring when one of its members established
its first position fix with the system in March.
Full operational capability with a constellation totaling 30 satellites is anticipated by the
end of 2018. The ground support system will
ultimately comprise over 35 facilities including five uplink stations, two control centers,
two launch and early operations centers, and
16 to 20 sensor stations. ◆
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Lighting the Way

The U.S. Transcontinental
Air Mail Route
Giant Concrete Arrows Remain as Vestiges of Early Postal Service Aids to Navigation

D

omestic air mail service in the United
States disappeared on May 1, 1977, as
a separate activity of the U.S. Postal Service
(USPS) — but artifacts of the ground-based
navigation system established more than 90
years ago to support it remain in the form
of giant concrete arrows strung across the
nation.
These 50 to 70-foot-long arrows, usually painted yellow, accompanied a series
of lighted beacons that extended from New
York to San Francisco at 10-mile intervals,
supporting day and night operations of
postal service flights. At the center of each
arrow stood a 51-foot steel tower topped
by a million-candlepower rotating beacon
with two course lights pointing forward and
backward along the arrow and flashing a
numerical code to identify the beacon.
The transcontinental airmail route
emerged in the 1920s after a period of experimentation using the relative new means
of transportation represented by airplanes.
(See the accompanying article, “USPS History
of Airmail Service,” for further background
on these efforts, including the aids to navigation established for the service.)
Before the beacon/arrow system, pilots had
to navigate by landmarks, which eliminated
night flights and proved difficult over relatively
featureless American deserts and plains.

USAF air mail route navigation arrow at head of
the Quail Creek Reservoir West Overlook arrow
looking southwest, Washington County, Utah.
Washington County Historical Society photo
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U.S. Post Office Department map of the First Transcontinental Air Mail Route involving both day and night flying
over the entire route opened July 1, 1924. Source: The Cooper Collection of Aero Postal History, from Wikimedia
Commons website

By 1924, a year after funding by Congress,
the concrete markers stretched from Rock
Springs, Wyoming to Cleveland, Ohio. The next
summer they had reached to New York, and by
1929 a truly transcontinental system of navigation aids was completed to San Francisco.
Eventually, advances in communication
and navigation technology made the arrow
and beacon system obsolete, and the Commerce Department — which had taken over
responsibility for maintaining the navigational
aids, including 405 beacons — decommissioned the beacons in the 1940s. The steel
towers were torn down and were recycled for
use during World War II, leaving only some of
the weathered cement arrows from which the
yellow paint has worn off.
Earlier this year, a geocacher identified as
Nitro929 set up a “Transcontinental Airmail
18

Route Challenge” to find the closest active cache
to each of 18 locations of former airmail beacon
or airfield sites through northern Nevada.
The contribution of the Post Office Department
to the
development of
aviation
in the
United
States
earned
it the Robert J. Collier Trophy two years in a
row. Awarded by the National Aeronautics Association and housed the National Air & Space
Museum in Washington, D.C., this is the same
award that was given to the Global Positioning
System Team in 1992.
Fall 2013

Contributions to transportation

USPS History of Air mail Service

Aerial view of Quail Creek Reservoir navigation arrow. Washington County Historical Society photo

T

he Post Office Department’s most extraordinary role in transportation was probably
played in the sky, a role little known today
except to postal employees and pioneers of
American aviation.
The U.S. government had been cautious in
exploring the airplane’s potential. In 1905, the
War Department considered three separate offers by Orville and Wilbur Wright to share their
scientific discoveries on flight, then declined for
budgetary reasons. Although by 1908 the Wright
brothers had convinced many European nations
that flight was feasible, the U.S. government
owned only one airplane, and that crashed.
The Post Office Department, however,
was intrigued with the possibility of carrying
mail through the skies and authorized its first
experimental mail flight at an aviation meet on
Long Island in New York in 1911. Earle Ovington, sworn in as a mail carrier by Postmaster
General Frank Hitchcock, made daily flights
between Garden City Estates and Mineola, New
York, dropping his mail bags from the plane to
the ground where they were picked up by the
Mineola postmaster.

Later, in 1911 and 1912, the Department
authorized another 31 experimental flights
at fairs, carnivals, and air meets in more
than 16 states. These flights convinced the
Department that the airplane could carry a
payload of mail. Officials repeatedly urged
Congress in 1912 to appropriate money to
launch airmail service. In 1916, Congress
finally authorized the use of $50,000 from
steam-and-powerboat service appropriations
for airmail experiments. The Department
advertised for bids for contract service in
Massachusetts and Alaska but received no
acceptable responses.
In 1918, Congress appropriated
$100,000 to establish experimental airmail
routes. The Post Office Department urged
the Army Signal Corps to lend its planes and
pilots to the Department to start an airmail
service. Carrying the mail, the Department
argued, would provide invaluable crosscountry experience to student flyers. The
Secretary of War agreed.
The Post Office Department began
scheduled airmail service between New York

and Washington, D.C., May 15, 1918, an important date in commercial aviation. Simultaneous
takeoffs were made from Washington’s Polo
Grounds and from Belmont Park, Long Island,
both trips by way of Philadelphia.
During the first three months of operation,
the Post Office Department used Army pilots
and six Army Curtiss JN-4H (“Jenny”) training
planes. On August 12, 1918, the Department
took over all phases of airmail service, using
newly hired civilian pilots and mechanics and
six specially built mail planes from the Standard Aircraft Corporation.
These early mail planes had no instruments, radios, or other navigational aids.
Pilots flew by dead reckoning. Forced landings
occurred frequently due to bad weather, but fatalities in those early months were rare, largely
because of the planes’ small size, maneuverability, and slow landing speed.
Congress authorized airmail postage of 24
cents, including special delivery. The public
was reluctant to use this more expensive
service. During the first year, airmail bags contained as much regular mail as airmail. To betUSPS History continued on page 20
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USPS History continued from page 19

ter its delivery time on long hauls and to lure
the public into using airmail, the Department’s
long-range plans called for a transcontinental
air route from New York to San Francisco. The
first legs of this transcontinental route — from
New York to Cleveland with a stop at Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, then from Cleveland to
Chicago, with a stop at Bryan, Ohio — opened
in 1919. A third leg opened in 1920 from
Chicago to Omaha, via Iowa City, and feeder
lines were established from St. Louis and Minneapolis to Chicago. The last transcontinental
segment, from Omaha to San Francisco, via
North Platte, Nebraska; Cheyenne, Rawlins,
and Rock Springs in Wyoming; Salt Lake City,
Utah; and Elko and Reno in Nevada; opened
on September 8, 1920.
At this time, mail was carried on trains at
night and flown by day. Still, the new service
was 22 hours faster than the cross-country
all-rail time.
In August 1920, the Department began
installing radio stations at each airfield to
provide pilots with current weather informa-

tion. By November, ten stations were operating,
including two Navy stations. When airmail
traffic permitted, other government departments used the radios instead of the telegraph
for special messages, and the Department of
Agriculture used the radios to transmit weather
forecasts and stock market reports.
February 22, 1921, marked the first time
mail was flown both day and night over the
entire distance from San Francisco to New
York. Congress was impressed. It appropriated $1,250,000 for the expansion of airmail
service. The Post Office Department installed
additional landing fields, as well as towers,
beacons, searchlights, and boundary markers, across the country. The Department
also equipped the planes with luminescent
instruments, navigational lights, and parachute
flares.
In 1922 and 1923, the Department was
awarded the Collier Trophy for important contributions to the development of aeronautics,
especially in safety and for demonstrating the
feasibility of night flights.
On February 2, 1925, Congress passed “An
Act to encourage commercial aviation and to

authorize the Postmaster General to contract
for airmail service.” The Post Office Department immediately invited bids from commercial aviation companies. By the end of 1926,
11 out of 12 contracted airmail routes were
operating.
The first commercial airmail flight in the
United States occurred February 15, 1926. As
commercial airlines took over, the Post Office
Department transferred its lights, airways,
and radio service to the Department of Commerce, including 17 fully equipped stations, 89
emergency landing fields, and 405 beacons.
Terminal airports, except government properties in Chicago, Omaha, and San Francisco,
were transferred to the municipalities in which
they were located. Some planes were sold to
airmail contractors, while others were transferred to interested government departments.
By September 1, 1927, all airmail was carried
under contract. ◆
(Reprinted from USPS.com website)

Joint Navigation
Conference 2014
“Military Navigation Technology:
The Foundation for Military Ops”

Sponsored by
The Military Division of
The Institute of Navigation

June 16-19, 2014
Show Dates: June 17-18, 2014
Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando, Florida
Classified Session will be held June 19 at Shades of Green on Walt Disney World Resort

www.ion.org/jnc
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Defense Matters
We Must Do Better

By Doug Taggart
President, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.

D

uring the first few days of the October
2013 federal government shutdown, I
received a phone call from what will remain
an unnamed news agency looking for stories
on the impacts of the federal government’s
closure.
The reporter in this case was seeking
sound bites on the consequences of the
shutdown for GPS operations and services.
(As a side note, it is an unfortunate sign
of our times that for purposes of clarity I
must add the specific month and year of the
shutdown. Congress has once again failed
to accomplish its fundamental purpose
as a branch of government — but now I
digress.)
My immediate response to the reporter’s
question was that there would be absolutely no affect on GPS services due to the
shutdown. I predicted that for any service
issues to ever be experienced anywhere in
the world, by either military or civil users,
the shutdown would have to be in place for
a very long period of time. I offered my own
firm belief that those on Capitol Hill would
resolve the shutdown well before any such
possibility could ever have the most remote
chance of occurring.
I was not surprised that no news stories
emerged about the impacts of the shutdown
on GPS operations and services. Clearly the
reporter’s goal of crafting a story analogous
to Chicken Little’s claim that the sky is
falling didn’t materialize. But the reporter’s
question did leave me wondering, was that
question founded on his own naive understanding of how GPS works? Did he actually
think there might have been an impact?
Jaded in my views by the foreshadowing of never-ending budget battles, I have
to wonder whether those on Capitol Hill
responsible for appropriating funds for
ION Newsletter

services such as GPS likewise will fall victim
to uninformed and preconceived notions?
If the complexities of major programs like
GPS are not properly understood, is it then

Sadly, public infrastructure investment
is half what it was 50 years ago, and federal
infrastructure policy is paralyzed by partisan
wrangling over massive infrastructure bills
that fail to move through Congress. Little has
been done by Congress to address this growing transportation infrastructure crisis. Are
investments in other infrastructure systems
including GPS destined to follow a similar
path?

"I have to wonder whether those on Capitol
Hill responsible for appropriating funds for
services such as GPS likewise will fall victim
to uninformed and preconceived notions?"
possible that modernization of the system
will be seen as a place to cut funding in the
budget years ahead? Could the untarnished,
exceptional track record of GPS services,
combined with a naive and incomplete perception of how the system works, actually
be turned around and used as a basis for
cutting the program?
I’d like to think that those on Capitol
Hill are wiser than that, but in terms of
being trustworthy, their performance in
recent years is far less encouraging than the
performance of GPS.
A look at our nation’s network of interstate highways and bridges stands as an embarrassing example of how myopic funding
cuts in scheduled maintenance and needed
improvements can result in crumbling infrastructure. A generation of investment in a
world-class transportation infrastructure in
the mid-twentieth century is now reaching
the end of its useful life. Cost estimates for
modernizing run as high as $2.3 trillion or
more over the next decade.
21

I would like to think this is not the
future. However, in the midst of the budget
battles, short-term cost savings often trump
long-term, strategic investment. Could GPS
modernization fall victim to this short-term
mindset? Let’s hope not. Clearly we must do
better. u
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T

he following nominations
were submitted by the 2014
Nominating Committee for officers
of The Institute of Navigation.
The nomination committee was
chaired by Dr. Todd Walter and
included three representatives
from each region.

Officers

President
Ms. Patricia Doherty
Executive Vice President
Dr. Dorota GrejnerBrzezinska
Treasurer
Dr. Frank van Graas
Eastern Vice President
Mr. Jan Anszperger
Western Vice President
Dr. Sherman Lo

Voting. Voting will be
conducted electronically via the
ION website. On-line ballots will
be available after November 15.
On-line voting must be completed
by December 7 to be counted.
Election Results. Results will
be announced at the ION 2014
International Technical Meeting,
January 27–29, 2014, in San
Diego, CA. Newly elected officers
will take office on January 29, at
the conclusion of the meeting.
Election results will be reported in
the ION Newsletter. u

The Institute of Navigation is pleased to welcome these new
ION corporate members:

Corporate Profile

ComNav Technology Ltd.

Motion Engine, Inc.(MEI)

http://www.comnavtech.com/

Motion Engine, Inc.(MEI) a MEMS fabless inertial sensor
system start-up based in Montreal, Quebec, a growing
center of microsystems/MEMS expertise with strong
software application development centers of excellence,
a world-leading MEMS/microsystems R&D center and the
world’s second largest MEMS open foundry/manufacturing facility.

Motion Engine, Inc.
www.motionengineinc.com

SP Technical Research Institute Sweden
http://www.sp.se

MEI is commercializing the next generation MEMS
inertial sensor technology and advanced software for
motion-sensing applications. This includes developing low-cost MEMS enabled inertial navigation systems
(INU). It is the only MEMS motion sensor design and
manufacturer of commercial-grade motion sensing
devices in Canada. The company's business and engineering teams possess decades of operational and manufacturing expertise and know-how for process, design
and ramp-up of advanced sensor and applications products. MEI’s proprietary MEMS sensor technology is based
on sensing both accelerations and angular velocities and
using advanced software to interpret the information
sensed. The advantage of MEI’s technology is the ability
to do multi-axis sensing all with a single proof mass chip,
an industry first.

For more information on corporate membership in The Institute of Navigation, please
contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-2723, ext 1004, or visit us at www.ion.org.

POSITION LOCATION AND NAVIGATION SYMPOSIUM

ION
Show Dates: May 6 – 7, 2014
Technical Meeting: May 5 – 8, 2014
Monterey, California

The company is actively seeking development partners
from the aerospace and defense sectors.

Reserve your booth today!

www.motionengineinc.com
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Eastern Council Member-at-Large
Dr. Jim Duckworth
Dr. Jason Rife
Western Council Member-at-Large
Ms. Berni Ai-Kuo
Mr. Neil Gerein
Air Representative
Dr. Philip Mattos
Dr. Michael Meurer
Land Representative
Dr. David De Lorenzo
Mr. Logan Scott
Marine Representative
Mr. Dana Goward
Dr. Peter Swaszek
Space Representative
Mr. Don Jewell
Ms. Megan Mitchell

www.plansconference.org
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THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360
Manassas, VA 20109-3701

PAID
Permit No. 425
Southern, MD

THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION

2014 International Technical Meeting
Catamaran Resort Hotel • San Diego, California
January 27-29, 2014
Plenary Session
The Pervasive Nature of Navigation and Timing
in the Modern Technological World

• Alternative Sensors and Emerging
Navigation Technologies
• Augmentation Systems (SBAS, GBAS, etc.)
• Autonomous and Remote Navigation
• Aviation Applications

REGISTER NOW!

•
•
•
•
•

Emerging GNSS and Modernization
GNSS Processing and Integration
Interference and Spectrum Management
Marine Applications
MEMS, Timing and Micro PNT

•
•
•
•
•

Receivers and Antenna Technology
Space and Atmospheric Weather
Urban, Indoor and Terrestrial Applications
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System
Advanced RAIM and Autonomous Integrity

www.ion.org/itm

